
Summer 1  MTP - Year 1

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5

Theme
Happy Birthday Queen Elizabeth!

What is the role of a King/ Queen in the UK? Why does the Queen have two birthdays? If you were a King or Queen, what would you like to
change?

Hook Planning Queen Elizabeth’s Jubilee party

Book Focus

Poetry Focus –
Summer and Travel

English

Fiction – Journey Story 
Planning ahead what they want to write and regularly checking in with the plan.

Questions
Introduction to question marks to demarcate sentences.

Beginning to punctuate sentences using a question mark.

Maths

Place Value

identify and represent numbers
using objects and pictorial

representations including the
number line, and use the

language of: equal to, more
than, less than (fewer), most,

least

Place Value
count, read and write numbers to

100 in numerals; count in
multiples of twos, fives and tens

Place Value
given a number, identify one

more and one less

Addition and Subtraction
add and subtract one-digit and

two-digit numbers to 20,
including zero

read, write and interpret
mathematical statements

involving addition (+),
subtraction (–) and equals (=)

signs

Multiplication and Division

solve one-step problems
involving multiplication and
division, by calculating the

answer using concrete objects,
pictorial representations and
arrays with the support of the

teacher.

Science
Everyday Materials

What materials can we
find?

What properties do the
materials have?

What properties do the
materials have? Sorting and grouping

Which material should we
use?
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● distinguish between an object
and the material from which it
is made

● identify and name a variety of
everyday materials, including
wood, plastic, glass, metal,
water, and rock

● describe the simple physical
properties of a variety of
everyday materials

● compare and group together a
variety of everyday materials
on the basis of their simple
physical properties

History
Learn about the lives of significant

individuals in the past who have
contributed to national and
international achievements.

Learn about changes within and
beyond living memory to significant

places.

What was Queen
Elizabeth’s life like as a

child?
Bank Holiday

What can the life of Queen
Elizabeth tell us about the

past?

How has London changed
over time?

How has London changed
over time?
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DT:Royal Banner 
Design
● design purposeful, functional,

appealing products for
themselves and other users
based on design criteria

● generate, develop, model and
communicate their ideas
through talking, drawing,
templates, mock-ups

Make
● select from and use a range of

tools and equipment to perform
practical tasks

● select from and use a wide
range of materials and
components according to their
characteristics

Evaluate
● explore and evaluate a range of

existing products
● evaluate their ideas and

products against design criteria
Technical knowledge
● explore and use mechanisms

[for example, levers, sliders,
wheels and axles], in their
products.

Explore and Evaluate

Explore and evaluate a
range of existing products
in the context of exploring

existing banners.

Focus Task

Running stitch to join two
pieces of fabric

Design

Draw an annotated sketch
to show their design for a

royal banner

Making

Make a royal banner by
cutting and shaping
pieces of fabric and
sewing to join the
pieces together.

Making

Make a royal banner by
cutting and shaping
pieces of fabric and
sewing to join the
pieces together.

Evaluate

Evaluate their ideas
against the design
criteria for a royal

banner.

Computing
● understand what algorithms

are; how they are implemented
as programs on digital devices;
and that programs execute by
following precise and
unambiguous instructions

● create and debug simple
programs

● use logical reasoning to predict
the behaviour of simple
programs

Purple Mash: Coding
Key learning:

● To understand what object and actions are.
● To understand what an event is.
● To use an event to control an object.
● To begin to understand how code executes when a program is run.
● To understand what backgrounds and objects are.
● To plan and make a computer program.

Music
● use their voices expressively &

creatively by singing songs &
speaking chants & rhymes

● play tuned and untuned
instruments musically

Charanga: Your Imagination
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● listen with concentration and
understanding to a range of
high-quality live and recorded
music

● experiment with, create, select
and combine sounds using the
inter-related dimensions of
music.

PE
master basic movements including

running, jumping, throwing and
catching, as well as developing

balance, agility and co-ordination,
and begin to apply these in a range

of activities
participate in team games,

developing simple tactics for
attacking and defending

Orienteering

PHSCE
Being My Best

I can eat a rainbow Eat Well
Catch it! Bin it!

Kill it!
Harold learns to ride his bike Pass on the Praise

RE
How and why do we care

for others?

How and why do we care
for others?

Why do Christians care for
others?

Why do Muslims care for
others?

How can I show I care for
others?

How and why do people
of faith care for others?


